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THEME
While the fun of Miist might be Ember Pyres and Stamps, Krux’d citadels and talking
vines, noble Hovermutts and evil Simps, its power lies is the underlying truths Kamilla
Reid reveals about the real world. These ideas or issues are called the themes of the story.
What do the following passages reveal about the deeper truths in Miist? Using the
common themes poster, write the ones that correspond best with each text.

“How come the jury let Hilly stay, Jorab?” Root griped. “And Kor? He didn’t even have to
do anything for it.”
“It is not your concern how others act, but that your own actions are in alignment.” Jorab
regarded her fondly. “Don’t expend your energy on competition, Root. Yours was to do on
this quest the same as you would in your life. And how can you get to the business of living
when you live the business of others?”
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THEME
What do the following passages reveal about the deeper truths in Miist? Using the
common themes poster, write the themes that correspond best with the text.

Root stood, uncrooking her spine, giving her wound ample time to settle, and noticed a piece
of parchment slip under the door. She picked it up.
“What is it?” Lian asked.
She smiled and handed it to him:
Add ‘jerk’ to my list. And ‘scared of water’. And ‘sorry’.
~~~
In the quiet, Root noticed a shimmering scale on her sleeve. She remembered the Tagit and
felt her throat pinch with grief. She was about to release the scale, with a prayer, to the
waves when Lian stopped her.
The soft touch of his hand lifted the scale mid-air. He whispered a Stamp. The scale sprung
forth in a sunlit array of blossoms.. Root looked at Lian, deeply moved. They released the
bouquet to the waves and watched it drift eternal toward the horizon.
~~~
Here, in this end, with death's kiss upon them, Root held out her hands. Dwyn took hold of
one, Lian the other. All they could do now was stand ajar and wave grace in. Be silent. Love.
~~~
Dwyn turned to Root and Lian. There were no words. He held out his hand but instead of
flattening theirs over, the three collapsed into a hug that said it all.
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THEME
What do the following passages reveal about the deeper truths in Miist? Using the
common themes poster, write the themes that correspond best with the text.

"Despite abundant funding, he Guardian had skimped on the cloaking veils.” Fledger said.
“Kakos found the Nests with ease.”
Root's voice fell to a whisper. “Your son?”
Fledger swallowed. His throat twitched with tension. “Nine Nests were lost, over four
hundred children before the Guardian finally stopped pocketing our payments.”

~~~
“As your loyal leader, I have seen… ” the pretend Guardian continued, unperturbed by a
tomato that now volleyed up and through his head.
The crowd laughed and jeered. A few more things were lobbed, including a bottle that flew
right between his eyes and shattered against a tree. The band and its minstrels ducked as
Fat Quail Square blistered with more rioting voices.

~~~
Root looked at the Guardian. Instinct surged and cycloned through her, loosing a shock of
understanding in her chest. He was the Wolf!
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THEME
What do the following passages reveal about
the deeper truths in Miist? Using the common
themes poster, write the themes that
correspond best with the text.

Century was where the wealthy lived and shopped and ate with clean white napkins. It was
where every poor kid went on Birthday. The Gift Shifts of Shade Howl, one the country’s
poorest towns, were nothing compared to the ones in Century.
“Can we get the Ember Stamp?” the little boy begged. “Please! Please! Pleeeease!”
“Sure.” The girl set him down. “If you’ve got a gazillion Junos.”
“But I don’t have tany Junos.”
She ruffled his hair. “Guess you’ll just have to be a Cold like the rest of us then.”

~~~

Upon pressing a button, the room transformed. It was now exactly as it had been in the
cube. Root was surrounded by a luxury she had only dreamed of.
Beyond excited, she opened her cube. Her face dropped. Inside was nothing but a flimsy
cot, a rickety old side table… and an escaping fly.
~~~
Root looked again at Kor’s Kings and saw that indeed, money ruled in this case. Their
Hovermutts were impressively laden with supplies superior in every way.
“How’d they get all that stuff?” Dwyn drooled.
“I imagine they bought it,” Lian answered dryly. “The Finders Book of Propriety, clause one
hundred and thirteen: Upon approval of the Jury, Finders may engage external means of
support to further their mission’s success.”
“Authored by one of Lanlynne’s wealthiest, of course.” Root gestured toward Hyvis
Punyun.
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THEME

What do the following passages reveal about the deeper truths in Miist? Using the
common themes poster, write the themes that correspond best with the text.

Lian held up the coral light, his knuckles white. He would not let go. Slowly the monster
backed away from the demolished Death Yard. Lian kept the coral light aimed. His body
nearly seized in the tension but he would not let go. At long last the monster reached the
forest and was gone from sight.

~~~

Root and Lian beamed at the sight of Dwyn, spluttering in his boat, his face as pale as the
watching moon. He came!

~~~

"Root!" Popky tugged her back. "Be careful...I'm a monster."
“I’m ready,” Root said, feeling entirely not ready. She broke for the door.

~~~

“Do not be afraid, little Root. You have more in you than you know.” Here Jorab took her
hand and turned it palm up.
Root looked. Her Ember Etch had settled at last. It was an oval shape, deep red with many
facets that looked to both draw in and reflect light.
“What is it?”
“It’s a carbuncle,” Jorab smiled and looked her straight in the eye. “One of the strongest
gemstones in the world.”
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